








Figure 5. Detall of the verso of a 17th century portralt whlch had 
been covered wlth a thlck synthetic resln lmpervlous to solvents. 
shown here before and after treatment wlth the laser. 

methods was a small oil painting on cigar board by the 
American artist Marion Blakelock who used the tint and 
texture of the board as an undertone, without applying 
paint preparation. The colors had darkened from reac- 
tion to sulfur deposits, leaving the entire color surface, 
except for the moon, completely obscured (see Fig. 4, 
page 39). Solvent tests revealed at best a partial reaction 
to dilute ammonium hydroxide, but the blackening of 
the surface made it impossible to monitor the effects of 
the solvent on the sensitive colors. 

With a light alcohol preparation for use as a stain, the 
surface was exposed to 9-mJ laser pulses. The contami- 
nant was partially blown off the surface during impact, 
and the remaining residue wiped off with a moistened 
swab. The exposure to the laser revealed extremely deli- 
cate color shadings in the cleaned piece. Figure 4 shows 
the painting before and after laser treatment. 

The final example illustrating the versatility of the 
Er: YAG as a conservation tool is the back of a 17th cen- 
tury painting of Beatrice Cenci by an artist from the cir- 
cle of Guido Reni. The verso (the reverse side of the 
painting) was saturated with a thick layer of synthetic 
resin misguidedly applied in a previous restoration 
attempt. This glue had penetrated through the canvas 
weave into the paint matrix. Patches prepared with 
acrylic resin had been applied to repair tears, and the 
picture had been overpainted where losses had 
occurred. Traditional methods were used by the authors 
to remove the varnish and overpaint. However, neither 
the synthetic resin on the verso, nor the dirt fixed to the 
paint surface by its penetration, responded to solvents. 

The verso was thoroughly prepped with isopropyl 
alcohol and exposed to 20-mJ laser pulses at a high rate 
of application. The resin softened and delaminated, 
allowing the scalpel to lift it out of the canvas. Figure 5 
shows a detail of the canvas before and after treatment 
with the Er:YAG. The dirt and penetrated resin were 
successfully removed from the front of the painting with 
12-mJ pulses. 

Working with the Er:YAG has also enabled the con- 
firmation of the authenticity of several artworks. The 
thickness of the shellac obscuring the Madonna 
described above, for example, made it difficult to deter- 

mine initially whether the gold was an authentic water 
lay on bolla or an illusion generated by the varnish. 
Another painting treated, the Turkish Prince, was 
encrusted with a semi-opaque alligator-textured bitu- 
men and varnish layer that obscured the signature and 
date. Removal of the offending contaminant unveiled the 
words "Bargue, '59" in the corner. Charles Bargue 
( 1825- 1883), the fabled French painter and lithographer, 
is known to have painted only 20 pictures in his lifetime. 

New conservation tool 
The work done thus far with the Er:YAG indicates that 
the method is safe for paintings in that the pigment and 
texture of the paint are left unaltered. In reducing or 
eliminating the use of solvents, one avoids both the dan- 
gers of paint saturation and the possible health risks to 
the conservator associated with inhaling solvent fumes. 
Though the community of fine arts conservators is 
understandably cautious about admitting new tech- 
niques into its established repertoire, further successes 
with otherwise unrecoverable artworks will serve to 
firmly establish the Er:YAG laser as an important con- 
servation tool. 
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